Revolution

360

Our tools make you better

Suction:

The single most important aspect
of a duct cleaning vacuum

Suction at the furnace

It`s true, most portables don`t offer enough
suction to do a good job in a profitable time
frame.
The Revolution 360 is no ordinary portable. The
220 Volt 360 Offers double the suction of most
other portables, meaning you will get suction
comparable to what many duct trucks are
providing at the furnace while getting all the
cost saving advantanges of a portable duct
vacuum.
The power of a duct truck in a vac the size of
your coffee table.

2500 CFM
most
portables

5000 CFM
Revolution
Rev 220

6000 CFM
most
Duct Trucks

Design:

The first thing you will notice , its been designed
by people who actually do duct cleaning
Ever looked at other portables and wondered how
on earth you would get the unit into a house, down
a flight of stairs and then not have any room to park
the unit?
The 360 is designed by people who actually do duct
cleaning we know how important factors such as
size and weight can be on a job. At just 20” in diameter it fits through any door way
The 12” wheels don’t get caught up on stair treads so
its easy to get up and down stairs.

Aluminum Construction
Hand made Meticulously Tig Welded

Made from 5052.081 Aircraft grade aluminum, each
360 vacuum is hand made, hand rolled and then
painstakingly TIG welded one at a time. All this care
and effort is to provide the toughest, lightest and
most powerful duct vacuum on earth, the 360 is
made to last and last and last.

Re-usable filtration:
Better for the enviroment ,
sweet on the pocket book

Our filters have been made specifically for our
vacuums, all 3 stages are designed to be cleaned and
reused hundreds of times. You won`t be throwing
filters into landfills and you save $1000`s in not
having to buy replacment filters every month. Many
of our clients get 500, even up to 1000 + uses out of
one of our Nanofibre filter cartridges, cost per use:
maybe a nickel each time.

Don’t get caught in the trap
Yes you will find other vac units that cost less, but be carefull what your willing to sacrifice to save a
few bucks, after a little investigating you’ll probably find the cheaper units weigh a lot more meaning
you will always need extra labor, have half the suction meaning it will take longer and at the end of
the day end up costing you far more.
Also take into account the real cost to replace filters for your vac, we call it the “Printer trap” you know
how you can buy a printer for $39 bucks then spend $110 on ink the next time you need a refill? And
to add even more insult the ink cartridge only lasts a few pages.
The cheaper units use much lower quality filtration systems that usually have to be replaced far
sooner, you`ll constantly be replacing expensive filters as well as paying more to the courier who
delivers every month. Many of our clients that have switched to the Revolution vacuums have saved
$1000`s in filter costs.
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Quick
Change Filter
The main cartridge
straps in for a tight
hold, filters can be
changed out in
seconds, no tools
required.

Operates Up Or Down

The 360`s design is
unique in that it works
just as well upright or
laying on its back.

Quick 220 Splitter Box
When using the 220 Volt Vacuum and you
don’t have a simple dryer outlet to plug
into you always have the option of using
the Quick220 Splitter box. Plugs into two
120 Volt circuits on independent outlets to
get you 220 Volt power, works great when
on commercial applications and only takes
a few minutes to learn how to use.

BEST
Warranty
We use only U.S.A made components such
as Baldor or Leeson motors. If a motor
breaks down (which is rare), you can simply
take it up to your Local service rep for
repair, no expensive freight charges and
you`re back up and running quickly.

Specs
120 Volt single speed
Weight: 120 LBS
Suction 3000 CFM
Power , 115/120 Volts
Amps : 12.5
Static Pressure 3.89”
wheels : 12”
220 Volt Single speed
Weight: 150 LBS
Suction : 5000 CFM
Power , 208/220 Volts
Amps : 14.5
Static Pressure 6.89”
wheels : 12”

59”

220 Volt Variable speed
Weight: 153 LBS
Suction 0- 5000 CFM
Power , 208/220 Volts
Amps : 12.5
Static Pressure 6.89”
wheels : 12”
20”

32”
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